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JOURNEYMAN POSTCARDS

Take a unique journey to places few others venture, for a colourful look at the culture and
lifestyle of people who don't usually make international headlines.

Church of Bones - The remains of over 40,000 people provide the ‘unusual’
decoration for Bohemia’s most notorious church. The bones grace the walls,
ceilings and floors. “It looks to me like a scene from a horror movie – but it is
very nice,” comments one visitor. The decor was inspired by the need to
address overcrowding in the cemetery during the 19th century. Townsfolk see
the church as a place of worship but detractors say the dead should be left to
rest in peace – not pieces. (6 mins, Ref 1784)
Mussolini’s City - In a small corner of Africa, Mussolini’s unusual legacy
survives. The Eritrean capital of Asmara is one of the world’s best kept
architectural secrets. In just six years, Mussolini transformed this colonial
backwater into a modernist and art deco treasure. The city survived the second
world war and war of liberation. Now architects hope it will be declared a world
heritage site. (8 mins, Ref 2399)
Ice Hotel - The ice hotel in Quebec is an architectural masterpiece. Crafted
entirely from snow and ice, it exists for only four months a year before melting in
Spring. From its gleaming ornamental columns to its art galleries and chapel,
everything in the hotel is carved from ice. It’s both an engineering marvel and a
work of art. “The big challenge is that the hotel mustn’t ever be the same,”
explains hotelier Jacques Desbois. “It has to be more and more beautiful.” (8
mins, Ref 2532)
Brave New World - It’s billed as the most ambitious private development in the
world – a place where the rich can indulge their every fantasy. Off the coast of
Dubai, a new world is literally rising from the sea. Developers are creating 300
islands in the shape of a world – each country to be sold to a private investor.
“Dubai’s the place right now,” raves developer Robert Lee. We take a look at
the construction of the islands. (9 mins, Ref 2695)
Japanese Atlantis - The “Sea God’s Palace” is one of the world’s greatest
mysteries. Experts believe it may be the remnants of a vast underwater city, a
Japanese Atlantis. We explore this giant pyramid beneath the waves, with
drainage ditches, rooms carved in rocks, massive stone steps and even
perhaps a once bustling boulevard. But were these strange shapes carved by
human hands or the waves? (10 mins, Ref 2299)
Lost Treasures - Journey into the jungle to witness the rescue of ancient
Vietnamese art. We find graceful 10th century Hindu artistry, newly given World
Heritage protection just lying on the ground. Unexploded ordinance from the
Vietnam war is just one threat to these spectacular temples. (12 mins, Ref
2425)
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Macau Vegas - Macau’s Portuguese heritage is being swept away by a wave
of Vegas style American casinos. Millions of gamblers are flooding in.
Gambling is officially banned on the Chinese mainland but encouraged on the
Chinese enclave of Macau. Now the American casino companies have arrived,
leading to fears the island is loosing its identity. Will Macau be able to
maximise gambling profits without loosing its soul? (13 mins, Ref 2467)

Mexcio Pyramids - The pyramids of Teotihuacan were the crowning
achievement of the Toltecs. Even now, they still attract worshipers on special
days. On the eve of the equinox, over a million people make the pilgrimage to
Teotihuacan. They come from all over to celebrate the arrival of Spring, honour
their ancestors and enjoy the big party. “It’s a beautiful moment, taking the
energy from the beginning of Spring,” enthuses one pilgrim. (6 mins, Ref 1790)
Port Lockroy - Amongst the penguins and pack ice of Antarctica is a tiny
outpost of the British Empire. The Union Jack still flies and some quaint
traditions live on. Port Lockroy was once a British research station, but it was
closed down in the 1960’s. Since then, it has been restored as a living
museum to early Antarctic exploration. “We’ve got a nice, simple lifestyle down
here. No heating or electricity,” explains resident Pete Milner. (8 mins, Ref
2637)
Siwa - The mysterious oasis city of Siwa in Egypt could hold the key to future
methods of sustainable farming. For thousands of years, Siwan farmers have
relied on the natural springs to irrigate their crops. Even Herodotus remarked
on the qualities of its water. But it is only by maintaining traditional farming
practices that the delicate ecosystem in Siwa is maintained: even digging extra
wells can upset the natural balance. (6 mins, Ref 2337)
Gigolos - Meet the new generation of Japanese geishas – good looking men
dedicated to serving their female clients. Business is booming in the host clubs
of Tokyo. Tired of their traditional subservient role, women are turning to male
escorts for entertainment. They happily spend tens of thousands of euros a
night for a host’s company. As one woman explains, “a boyfriend will restrict
me.” (13 mins, Ref 2501)

The Blues - Playing the blues was never an easy way to make a living. Now
many of the great blues pioneers are impoverished and ill. We report on the
man trying to help. The Music Maker Foundation, run by Tim Duffy, is part
recording company, part artist management service and part social welfare
agency. Supported by stars like Eric Clapton, it looks after the ageing artists
who helped invent the Blues. (13 mins, Ref 2455)

Elves - Iceland may have one of the smallest populations in Europe but it’s
also home to thousands of ‘hidden people’ – elves and fairies. Between the
rocks, fjords and valleys hides Iceland’s ‘hidden people’. In Iceland, fairies,
elves and trolls triumph over scepticism. Fearful of reprisals – or just a bit of
elfish mischief, ministers were recently forced to back down on a road building
project over elf territory. Foolish is he who fears not the wrath of a displaced
elf. (9 mins, Ref 2331)
Croc Attack Granny - When a crocodile attacked granny Alicia Sorohan’s
friend and tried to drag him into the river, she knew exactly what to do. She
jumped on the beast and forced it to let go. Andrew and Diane Kerr were
camping near the river with their young baby when a crocodile climbed into
their tent. “Once it had my leg, I thought I was going to die,’” recalls Andrew.
But friend Alicia Sorohan, who was camping nearby, threw herself on the
crocodile and saved him. (7 mins, Ref 2494)
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Tiger Temple - Monks in Thailand have trained tigers to overcome their
natural instincts and adopt peaceful Buddhist ways. Abbott Phoosit runs a
temple-cum-tiger sanctuary. Like most Thais, he believes in reincarnation and
thinks the tigers he cares for were once monks. However, he’s yet to convince
them to adopt a vegetarian diet. (8 mins, Ref 2095)
Viral Infection - In today’s consumer world, the brand is king. But with many
suffering from ‘advertising fatigue’, advertisers are turning to risqué viral
marketing to push products. Viral ads are too controversial to ever be seen on
tv. They rely on people downloading them and forwarding them on to friends.
And in the no holds barred world of the internet, it is the funniest or most
controversial ads that get people talking. (7 mins, Ref 2582)

Vietnam Viagra - For 50 years Ama Kong used ancient practices to tame wild
elephants. Now he’s turned his talents to new endeavours. His knowledge of
jungle plants has allowed him to develop medicinal potions. His best seller? A
natural Viagra which has caused hundreds to journey to his remote hillside
tribe. And with 21 children of his own, Ama testifies to the potency of his magic
herbs. (Feb 2004, Ref 2047)

Killer Hornets - Japanese athletes have discovered a new source of strength
– hornet saliva. - Killer hornets may be Japan’s deadliest creature but they are
also one of its most popular. They are considered a delicacy and turned into a
potent sake. But perhaps the strangest use for them is on the Japanese gym
scene. Their saliva, believed to provide a energy boost, has been turned into a
sports drink and is creating a huge buzz. (10 mins, Ref 1713)
Mexico Canals - Mexico may be one of the most polluted and crowded cities
in the world but it also offers a retreat like no other. The islands of Xochimilcho
were built by the Aztecs 800 years ago. Connected by a system of canals, the
only way of reaching the islands is by boat. A day trip to Xochimilcho is a
tradition centuries old and it shows no sign of fading away. (6 mins, Ref 2068)

Fight Festivals - Japanese men risk life and limb in a huge fight festival to
commemorate an important naval battle. Groups of men carry ‘portable’
shrines, each weighing around two tons. The shrines are then crashed into
each other mimicking the crashing of the boats. “It’s such a joy to participate, I
want to keep taking part for as long as I live,” proclaims one participant.
Serious injuries are commonplace but, apart from the men with the cracked
skulls or crushed limbs, everyone enjoys themselves. (6 mins, Ref 1555)
In A Spin - Traditionalists in the whirling dervish world are scandalised by the
suggestion women should dance with them. They see it as a violation of their
mystical heritage. “The contact between men and women, the sweat, the
smell, the touching, will cause the whirlers’ mind to become distracted,”
complains one religious leader. But one group of believers has started mixed
sex dancing. They see it as an intense spiritual experience and refuse to stop.
(12 min, Ref 2674)
Lost at Sea - It’s an incredible story of survival on the high seas. Three young
men survived 46 days in a tiny boat at the mercy of sharks and raging seas. To
survive, they caught birds and sharks with their bare hands. Ben Tooki and his
two friends became lost at sea after a storm blew them off course. With no
water or food, they were forced to improvise. They drank shark’s blood and
rigged up a tarpaulin to catch rainwater. In their seventh week, a freak wave
left them close to death. But then, just as they all faced certain death, a miracle
rescue… (14 mins, Ref 2655)
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French Paradox - Despite having one of the richest diets on the planet, the
French have one of the lowest rates of obesity and heart disease anywhere.
They, quite literally, eat to their hearts’ content. The French have always taken
great delight in defying dietary conventions. For them, food is something to
take pleasure from. But by not restricting themselves, they actually eat less. It
seems like the craziest diet of all is simply to enjoy what you eat. (12 mins, Ref
2645)
Compliments Man - All big cities can be lonely places, full of frantic people
isolated from everyone else. But in America, the Compliments Man is trying to
spark a reconnection. Every day for the past 14 years, Ron Miller stands on a
street corner in Washington complimenting people. “He really picks out
something that stands out about each person,” comments one friend. He’s
become a valued local attraction, charming all the passers by. (5 mins, Ref
2590)
The Third Sex - The tropical island of Tahiti is not only multicultural and
multilingual, it’s also multi-sexual. For centuries, men who act as women have
been cherished as the ‘third sex’. Traditionally, the eldest son in Tahiti was
raised as a girl and known as a Mahu. Thought to embody the best of both
genders, the Mahu are regarded as having divine qualities. But respect for
them is slipping. In the 1960s, many turned to prostitution or became fully
transsexual. This has led to more gender ambiguity and the creation of another
sex – the Raerae. (10 min, Ref 2724)
Desert Racing - With speed cameras becoming more sophisticated, few
people are willing to put their foot down. But there is one place where you can
still let rip – the great salt deserts of Australia.“I guess I've always wanted to go
fast. That's just something that I love,” states John Lynch. He’s ome to the
Great Salt Desert to try and crack the 300 mph - 480 kph - barrier. As Lynch
explains: “Anybody can come here and have a go, whether they are trying to
go 50mph or 150mph or 300mph." (15 min, Ref 2701)

Gladiators - The Gladiators have marched back into Rome – thanks in no
small part to the popularity of Russell Crowe’s swords-and-sandals Hollywood
epic. Reporter Mark Corcoran takes a front row seat at the Colosseum for the
revival of an ancient blood sport. But in this supposedly enlightened age,
combatants do battle safe in the knowledge that they can live by the sword,
without having to die by it.
Bali Princess - For most of the year, eleven year old Cokorda Maya is a
normal schoolgirl. But every so often, she dons her regal robes and turns into a
Balinese princess. She’s the granddaughter of Princess Maya, considered by
many to be divine. When her grandmother recently died, Cokorda participated
in the elaborate Hindu cremation ceremony - which took place on a scale that’s
never likely to be repeated. (9 min, Ref 2526)

Whispering to the Sick - Medical students in Arizona are turning to horse
whispering to learn better bedside manners. By using horse psychology and
practising non-verbal communication like eye contact, the students are
convinced they can win the trust of their patients. “It’s a wonderful way to teach
medical students to become aware of their own body language,” explains
neurosurgeon Dr Alan Hamilton. (9 min, Ref 2435)
Child Acrobats - They’re China’s youngest and brightest exponents of a
centuries old art form – and you won’t believe what they can do. 7 year old
Wang Chao performs a series of flawlessly Arab springs. Along with the other
child acrobats, he trains from morning to sunset to perfect his skills. The
children are forced to invent ever more spectacular feats to keep the audiences
in the plush theatres of Beijing interested. (13 min, Ref 2414)
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The Last Executioner - Fernand Meysonnier is France’s last executioner.
Over the years, he has helped chop off the heads of 200 people. In a small
village in Provence an old man packs up a selection of terrifying torture
instruments. This is M. Meysonnier, chief executioner until the guillotine was
axed by the government in 1977. He performed his first execution at 14 and
never looked back. (5 min, Ref 2024)
Santeria - More and more Cubans are turning to the popular religion of
Santeria for spiritual guidance. In the Cuban town, Regla, a woman is throwing
a party for her saint. She watches in delight as her ‘saint’ writhes to the drums,
spitting rum at the guests to cleanse their souls. Santeria was bought to Cuba
by African slaves and quickly developed into a home-grown religion. Now 80%
of the population are thought to believe in it. (6 min, Ref 1989)

Dying for a game - South Koreans spend up to 12 hours a day playing
computer games. It’s an addiction that in some cases is proving fatal. It’s
estimated that there are more than a thousand professional ‘gamers’ in Korea.
Most live in dormitories, spending virtually all their waking life in front of a
computer screen. Computer companies spend millions supporting and training
the gamers. But is this national sport really good for the country. (6 min, Ref
2332)
Basque Gastronomy - The closed world of private men’s clubs doesn’t
usually boast a group of fanatical cooks. But in the Basque country, men get
together to cook succulent, gastronomic feasts for each other. Competitions
are held between the best cooks, and it’s all washed down with lots of red
wine. With women forbidden from the proceedings, the popularity of these
clubs is growing by the day. (6 min, Ref 1961)
Killer Hornets - Japanese athletes have discovered a new source of strength
– hornet saliva. Killer hornets may be Japan’s deadliest creature but they are
also one of its most popular. They are considered a delicacy and turned into a
potent sake. But perhaps the strangest use for them is on the Japanese gym
scene. Their saliva, believed to provide a energy boost, has been turned into a
sports drink and is creating a huge buzz. (10 min, Ref 1783)

Saving the Kiwis - The Kiwi bird could soon become extinct on mainland New
Zealand. But one man is determined to prevent this from happening. Farmer
David Wallace was horrified to learn that Kiwi chicks hatched in the wild only
have a 5% chance of survival. He’s on a mission to save his national bird and
has built a 16 acre bird reserve on his land to protect them. Now he wants to
turn the nearby mountain into a Kiwi sanctuary. (6 min 35, Ref 1789)

Copucabana - Copacabana may be one of the most commercial areas of
Brazil but not everyone cares about money. Alfredo Melo runs a ‘friends’ bar’ in
Copacana. His bar is a welcome antidote to the nearby Atlantic Avenue where
money rules. Only drinks that are considered part of the Brazilian culture are
served and the bar has no barman. Drinkers are expected to serve themselves
and pay whenever they can afford to. “I’m always in debt but I like the culture
and carry on,” he admits cheerfully. (6 min, Ref 1788)

Moko Tattoos - Renewed interest in Maori culture has encouraged a
resurgence in traditional Maori tattoos. The tattoos or ‘mokos’ originate back to
pre-colonial times when they detailed ancestry lines and tribal affiliations. “It's
the art of kings,” states moko artist Inya Taylor. To take the pain of the moko is
a defining moment in a young warrior’s life. As one Maori explains: “If it doesn’t
look really painful every moron’s going to want one.” (7 min, Ref 1787)
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Soweto Horsemen - Life in Soweto is tough enough for humans let alone
horses. But one man is on a mission to help them. Enos Mafokate overcame
all odds as a black rider to become one of the country’s leading equestrians.
Now he works with animal charities to help overworked and abused horses.
“To me, they’re not animals, they’re people,” he explains. (7 min, Ref 1791)

Antigua Easter – We report from the historic city of Antigua in Guatemala
where Easter is celebrated with elaborate and passionate processions.
Father Richard Godoy explains: “ Good Friday is generally identified in Latin
America as the Friday of pain and suffering because the people themselves
are experiencing pain in their own lives. So for that reason there’s a lot of
identification with the Christ that suffers as they suffer today.”. (9 min, Ref
1696)
Dr Diablo - In Venezuela times are hard but one man has found a new way to
settle debts. Enter Dr. Diablo, Venezuela’s ace debt collector who has
managed to turn humiliation into a tidy profit by publicly confronting debtors
dressed as the Devil. He is assisted in his task by a Rottweiler and bathing
suited beauties. A business story that’s more theatre than finance. (8 min, Ref
1630)
Paparazzi - We join Rino Barillari - Paparazzi King and inspiration for ‘La
Dolce Vita’ – on a hunt for celebrities. Tonight his sights are set on Chelsea
Clinton. As he shows off the hidden camera in his tie, he declares: “War is war
and tonight, no prisoners.” (7 min, Ref 1603)

Bull Racing - The bull racing final in Java may attracts thousands of
spectators, but the event is marred by cruel practices and the controversial
participation of children.The bulls are primed for victory with blessings from
priests and a diet of up to 100 eggs a day. However, their treatment on the day
is not so benign and a variety of ploys are adopted to ensure they heave their
child-driven carts down the track the fastest. (8 min, Ref 1602)

Love Hotels - With the 'Hello Kitty S&M Room', 'Cleopatra Love Suite' and
'Boxing Ring Bed', there's something to suit every taste in the new 'Love
Hotels.' Japanese couples can escape their overcrowded family homes for an
evening of the kitsch and kinky. We check into 'The Love Shack', which
provides sex-toys in the vending machines, condoms on the pillows and the
best room service on the planet. (5 min, Ref 1606)

Yoga War - Gurus are angry that the West is distorting traditional yoga
practise to include 'dope smoking', 'sexual freedom' and 'immodest dress.' For
thousands of years Hindu pilgrims have been making their way to Rishikesh in
the foothills of the Himalayas, to visit the spiritual home of world yoga and
study the ancient blend of rigorous exercise, self-discipline and philosophy.
Many purists blame The Beatles' visit in 1968 for exposing this tranquil
community to the world and turning it into a spiritual supermarket for back
packers. (12 min, Ref 1600)

Cajun Country - Tourists may flock to New Orleans, but the real Cajun
Country lies further south on the Gulf of Mexico, in the Louisiana swamplands.
With Janis Joplin seeping from the car stereo, Evan Williams sets out in search
of the people who regard themselves as “American by birth but Cajun by the
grace of God.” (15 min, Ref 1601)
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Kakapo - The rare giant Kakapo parrot could soon be extinct. However one
man is determined to save this beautiful species. And with the help of his dog,
he may yet succeed. Allan Munn runs a parrot sanctuary on Chalky Island. He
relies on his dog, Heidi, to locate the endangered birds and is now on a quest
to find a mate for one bird. (12 min, Ref 1604)

Justice Boat - The villagers along the banks of the Amazon found it difficult to
access the legal system. So justice came to them – in the form of a floating
court room. The justice boat first set sail six years ago, travelling to settlements
resolving legal problems. The service provided is constantly being improved
and now social workers and doctors travel with the Judges tending the needs
of isolated communities. (13 min, Ref 1562)
Saucy Postcards - It’s a tradition that’s tacky but oh so British. Since the
1940’s smutty postcards have been very much a part of a holiday at the
seaside. We go in search of the origin of the saucy postcard, and finds the
answer in the very roots of English humour. Today the saucy postcard has
survived an era of political correctness to remain as much apart of the seaside
experience as fish and chips.. (7 min, Ref 1631)

Wrestling Guru - While other 70 year olds are enjoying their retirement, Ram
Dhan runs one of the most respected wrestling schools in India. Every day,
Ram wakes his young pupils at 4 am to go for a morning run. “Sometimes I
have to hit them once or twice because they’re lazy”, he explains. Boys aren’t
allowed to eat meat, watch movies, drink alcohol or get married. But pupils feel
privileged to be taught by him. “My guru is God-Like to us.” (6 min, Ref 3448)
Coconut Oil - The people of Bougainville have come up with their own
solution to the energy crisis – coconut oil. It’s cheap, plentiful and doesn’t
pollute. “There’s no difference in performance and you don’t have to do
anything different to your car”, states one consumer. Bougainville hopes to
export coconut fuel to other countries. Unfortunately, in cooler climates, cocofuels solidify and requires the addition of diesel. (7 min, Ref 3446)

Men in Black - Vienna’s residents are wary about getting on the wrong side of
their chimney sweep. By law, sweeps must be granted access to all buildings.
They also have power to veto huge property developments. “I love the work”,
states Jurgen. Traditionally, chimney sweeps are symbols of good luck in
Vienna. They visit each home, conducting emission tests to check people are
only burning approved fuel. And, as no chimney can be demolished without a
chimney sweep’s permission, property developers in particular are keen to stay
on their good side. (7 min, Ref 3427)
Different Tastes – Forget Paella. The new Spanish cooking is all about
unusual combinations and intense flavours. Take goats cheese ice-cream. Or
foam infused with vegetable aroma. It’s been happening in Spanish
restaurants for over a decade and now, these trends are spreading worldwide.
But traditional Spanish cooking isn’t about to go out of favour. “For me, cheese
will always be cheese and the aroma of vegetables is just an aroma”, states
chef Lucio. (6 min, Ref 3397)
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Wild Boards - Before they step foot in the water, members of the Sunset Surf
Club in PNG have to make their own boards. It’s the only place in the world
where the surfboards come straight from the jungle. “We didn’t have enough
boards for all the kids so they started cutting up trees to make surfboards
themselves”, recalls club founder Stephen Tekwei. It takes just a few hours to
carve a surfboard but it’s not ready to surf until traditional village markings are
applied. (10 min, Ref 3370)
China's Wine Boom - China’s middle class is turning its back on traditional
drinks and embracing wine. “Wine drinking has become identified with an
elegant, modern lifestyle”, explains Ren Jing. The drink was given a boost by
former Prime Minister, Li Peng, who ordered it to be served at party rallies
instead of spirits. Today, the country has a booming wine production industry.
Beijing even boasts its own Wine University. (9 min, Ref 3338)
Bamboo Railway - Locals in Battambang, Cambodia, have developed a
unique railway. It’s made from recycled tank wheels, small motorcycle engines
and bamboo. Cambodia’s main train service only runs four times a month and
derailments are common. Little wonder locals prefer a different option. ‘Norries’
are little more than bamboo slabs with wheels and run on the state-built track.
With a top speed of 50 km per hour, the norry network is far superior to the
train. (6 min, Ref 3296)
City Of Dreams - Brazilian urban planning guru, Jaime Lerner, has cracked the
problem of getting a city to run well. His idea - to put people before cars - has
vastly improved residents’ quality of life. Lerner has revolutionised transport in
his hometown of Curibita, diverting traffic around the centre. Huge pedestrian
areas and parks have replaced busy roads and congestion has been tackled
with an efficient bus service. As Lerner explains; “If you want to make life better
for people, make the cities better.” (15 min, ref 3287)
Golden Horse Monastery - One Abbot has found a new way of bringing young
dispossessed boys onto the path of enlightenment. Using a strict regime of
exercise, he teaches a particularly tough form of Buddhism. “At home I didn’t
have enough to eat. I didn’t go to school”, says Sam Muen. After his father was
convicted of drug possession he faced an uncertain future. Rescued by Abbot
Kru Ba Nuea Chai, he is now on the road collecting alms with fellow trainee
monks. (7 min, Ref 3273)
Burlesque is Back - During the 1920s and 30s, Berlin was the centre of the
artistic world – famous as the city where anything goes. Now, it’s regaining its
reputation as artists from all over flock to be part of the revival. For burlesque
performers like Tallulah Freeway, Berlin is their spiritual home. “It’s a city that I
felt I could accomplish things in – that would be supportive and nurturing for the
creative spirit”, she explains. It’s also probably the most affordable city in
Western Europe, enabling artists to fund their bohemian lifestyles. “It’s the most
glamorous city in the world.” (11 min, Ref 3270)
Hill of Crosses - Lithuania’s national treasure, the Hill of Crosses, has a
troubled and mysterious history. The Soviets repeatedly tried to destroy it. Now,
it’s become a symbol of the nation’s struggle and spirituality. The Hill of Crosses
– a small mountain of approximately 100,000 crosses – is a curious
phenomenon. No one manages or organises it – it just is. The Soviets razed it
again and again, only to have the crosses reappear. (14 min, Ref 3268)
Black Brazil - It’s a religious festival like no other, featuring skimpy bikinis and
non-stop drinking and dancing. But for black Brazilians, the festival of Yemanja
is as much about spirituality as partying. “Today the party is for Yemanja,
Queen of the Ocean”, explains Carlinhos Brown. Candomble, the worship of
African Gods, is at the centre of a revival of Afro-Brazilian culture. It aims at
recognising the contribution slaves made to modern Brazil and restoring black
pride in a city where most black people live in abject poverty. (11 min, Ref 3251)
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Sky Burial - Tibet, is “the roof of the world” and officially the closest country to
heaven. Perhaps this is why they deal with death in such an unusual way. We
follow the ritual of “jha-tor”. Bodies of the dead are offered to the vultures as a
final act of kindness to living beings. Lamas chant “to call the consciousness
from the body”. Soon the body breakers get to work, cutting away at the flesh
and crushing its bones. Now the vultures can carry it to heaven “assuring the
ascent of the soul”. (15 min, Ref 3241)
Starship Enterprise - When Starship Enterprise landed for the last time,
millions mourned. Not content, its biggest fans have set up their own ship –
new scripts, cast, and crew are all on board ‘Starship Farragut.’ “We love Star
Trek and don’t want to see it die”, explains founder of the project John
Thornton Junior. It will only be shown online. But, for actor Michael Bedner this
matters little. For him, being a part of this is “beyond any sort of fun you can
imagine.” (7 min, Ref 3237)
Vitamin Grannies - An army of 50,000 Nepalese women, many grandmothers,
have been recruited to help turn around Nepal’s health crisis. The program
aims to teach older women how to run health care classes. The results are
astounding. Traditionalists initially resisted, but today even they have been
impressed. Infant mortality has been cut by half. It seems that Nepal no longer
has to rely on witch doctors to “cast away evil spells.” (14 min, Ref 3229)
Rick's Café - The spirit of Humphrey Bogart lives on at ‘Rick’s Café Americain’
– a recreation of the bar made famous in ‘Casablanca’. Like the bar in the film,
it’s inhabited by a mix of locals and mysterious expats. More than sixty years
after Bogart and Bergman made Casablanca famous, Rick’s Café has come to
life again. It was built in the wake of 9/11 by former US diplomat, Kathy Kriger.
“I thought building ‘Rick’s Café’ would be a very symbolic way of showing
American values”, she explains. (6 min, Ref 3221)
Absinthe - It’s a drink so feared, it still can’t be produced legally in America.
We journey to France to see how the ‘green fairy’ – also know as absinthe - is
made. Absinth was the favourite tipple of French artists, poets and writers
during the Belle Epoche. It was so popular, cocktail time was referred to as ‘the
green hour.’ But rumours it could induce madness led to it being banned for 70
years. However producer Ted Brow is adamant it has never been dangerous.
“I found nothing in it that could cause someone to go crazy.” (7 min, Ref 3192)
Painting Village - If you fancy an old master but don’t want to pay millions,
Dafen, China, is the place to go. For a few dollars, the ‘painter workers’ will
whip you up whatever you fancy. The village already supplies 600 galleries.
Just 17 years ago, Dafen was a rural backwater. Then art entrepreneur Huang
Jiang moved in. “I needed lots of people to work for me. Here was a whole
village”, he explains. By applying China’s production line techniques to art, he
has boosted the town’s turnover to $22 million p.a. (7 min, ref 3148)
Donkey Races - Forget Football. In the quiet Italian town of Querceta there’s
one sports event locals are really passionate about – the annual donkey race.
Rivalry is intense and passions run high. Eight teams compete for the donkey
championships. There’s no prize money and betting is banned. But locals take
it all very seriously and even import donkeys from other regions. Competitors
often resort to ‘vitamin’ injections to boost their donkey’s performance. (9 min,
Ref 3144)
Transvestites - In Turkey, where family honour is dependent on female
chastity, transvestites are particularly despised. Shunned by both the gay and
straight community they face widespread discrimination. Viewed as sex objects
by society and hounded from normal jobs, many transvestites turn to
prostitution. Ironically, most of their clients are homosexuals, in denial about
their sexuality. This has attracted the wrath of Istanbul’s vocal gay community,
who believe these closet gays give them a bad reputation. (7 min, ref 3175)
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Moscow Sculptures - To most Muscovites, sculptor Zurab Tsereteli is the
King of Kitsch. They’re furious the Mayor of Moscow has commissioned
dozens of large sculptures from him. “It’s like an occupation of our Moscow by
alien forms”, complains one resident. Zurab Tsereteli’s sculptors are difficult to
avoid. His depiction of Peter the Great towers 96 metres above Moscow river.
It’s so widely hated, someone once tried to blow it up. Tsereteli’s sculptors
have literally redrawn Moscow’s skyline. (7 min, Ref 3159)
How to have Fun in Baghdad - Tired of all the death and destruction, Salam
Pax looks for fun things to do in Baghdad. With insurgents targeting more and
more activities, are normal pastimes still possible? “My favourite forms of
escapism are pop music, television and art”, Salam states. So he begins his
journey looking for music shops. But since music was declared ‘unislamic’,
virtually all shops have closed. As Iraqis no longer gather in public, only one art
gallery and florist remain open. (11 min, Ref 3180)
The Last Cannibals - We journey deep into the heart of West Papua to track
down perhaps the last remaining cannibals in the world. The Korowai have
lived by the same customs for 10,000 years. “It’s normal. I don’t feel sad or
anything”, states one tribesman, describing how he killed and ate his friend.
The Korowai believe that deaths are caused by evil spirits. When a person
dies, a frightening witch-hunt begins to find the person possessed and kill and
eat him. Even children are vulnerable. (16 min, Ref 3143)
The Desert Kingdom - Has the construction boom in Dubai gone too far? Old
timers fear the place is losing its authenticity as ski domes and shopping
complexes replace pristine desert. Dubai may be one of the hottest, driest
places on earth but inside the new ski dome it’s snowing. Despite having no
natural water supply, Dubai manages to use more water per capita than
anywhere else. Not everyone is pleased by the construction boom. “We don’t
have a sense of belonging” complains one man. (10 min, Ref 3107)
Frozen In Time - For over 5,000 years, Oetzi man lay undisturbed in the
Italian Alps. Now, thanks to the latest technology, scientists have discovered
who he is and why he died. By tracing the pollen on his clothes, scientists
believed he died in Spring. But it’s the intimate details about his last day that
are most astounding. Oetzi man was attacked 24 hours before he died but
managed to escape his killers. As scientist Judd Stevenson states: “He would
have been in enormous pain and felt his life ebbing away.” (10 min, Ref 3108)
Beijing Lapdogs - They were banned during the cultural revolution, perceived
as bourgeoisie. But now pet dogs are making a comeback in China where they
are seen as child substitutes. “We look after our son when it’s necessary but
our dog suffered a lot before so we love him more”, states one woman. The pet
market in China is worth over $2 bn. But there is a downside to the dog
explosion. Rabies has become the most dangerous infectious disease in
China, surpassing even AIDS. (14 min, ref 3074)
Rickshaws - Kolkata, the city formally known as ‘Calcutta’, is the last place on
earth where human powered rickshaws are the usual way of getting about.
But, is this tradition finally coming to an end? The Mayor of Kolkata, Bikash
Bhattacharya believes that “one human being pulling another” is inhumane.
But if he doesn’t offer alternative employment the wallahs won’t stop without a
fight. (12 min, Ref 3038)
White Negros - Even today, albinos in South Africa face widespread prejudice
and discrimination. Rejected by both the black and white communities, they
struggle to find their place in society. “Some women spit when they see me.
They think albinism is contagious and that will stop them catching it”, confides
albino Ntswaki. Both her parents are black but because of her white skin her
father rejected her at birth. “I feel I am in strange place – not white enough, not
black enough.” (7 min, Ref 3002)
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Huli Wigmen - The PNG Huli men are said to be the fiercest warriors in the
world. But they have a surprising soft side – an obsession with hair. Boys
spend years constructing elaborate wigs. “It is very important for a young Huli
boy to have a wig. That’s why the boys go to wig school”, explains Huli Harold
Hayake. To grow strong, healthy hair, the young men live together in a
monastic lifestyle under the guidance of a wig master. Only after their wig is
ready can they marry. (7 min, Ref 2987)
Nude Festival - For most of the year, Kounoniya is a peaceful place. But in
winter, religious ritual joins with drunken delirium to create one of Japan’s most
extraordinary sights – the Nude Festival. In temperatures close to zero, a
designated ‘Spirit Man’ is stripped and beaten by the crowd. The ritual is meant
to absorb the city’s punishment and brings good luck. As one participant
admits: “It’s more important than my wife.” (10 min, ref 2982)
Birds' Nest Soup - The small Thai town of Pattani has gone to the birds –
literally. The town’s economy is booming after residents started collecting bird
saliva. Sea Swift nests, used to make birds’ nest soup and made from
hardened saliva, sell for $2,000 a kg. A few years ago, the birds inexplicably
started colonising Pattani. Now, all the residents have got in on the act. As one
resident states: “We used to live here. But now we’re going to move to make
space for the birds.” (6 min, ref 2965)
Dr Sex - Meet the love guru on a government backed crusade to awaken
sexuality. It’s all part of a new plan to boost Singapore’s flagging birth rate.
With his ‘Love Boat’ for couples and luxury therapies to heighten their senses,
Dr Wei hopes he can get couples to reconnect through sex. “His methods are
putting the fire in our sex life”, raves one happy patient. “He’s teaching us to
de-stress and just concentrate on having good sex.” (10 min, Ref 2959)

Internet Addiction - Pressure on Chinese children to succeed is turning them
into reclusive computer junkies. The internet has become the only place they
can escape. “For us teenagers, the pressures from school are just too much,”
explains Qing, committed after he tried to stab a classmate. “I had no way to
solve my problems and no place to release myself.” Dr Tao Ran claims internet
addiction is a serious disease which needs proper treatment. “Their minds
merge between the real world and the on-line world.” (7 min, Ref 2919)
Ageing Economy - Japan’s population is shrinking faster than any other
developed nation’s. Hostility towards immigrants is preventing it welcoming in
the foreign workers who could revitalise its economy. Already many industries
are struggling to find workers willing to do dangerous or demeaning jobs.
Foreign workers could fill these positions but many Japanese distrust them.
They blame immigrants for the rising crime rate and worry they will dilute
Japanese culture. (6 min, Ref 2544)
Diving with Death - Fishermen in Brazil run the risk of being crippled or killed
as they dive for lobsters. Forced to use dangerous equipment, many suffocate
underwater. With lobsters disappearing from shallow waters, fishermen now
have to dive to depths of 50m to catch them. Their bodies become saturated
with nitrogen, leaving them at risk of Bends. Without the proper equipment,
they can only guess how long they should stay underwater. Fishing villagers
are full of disabled divers who made a slight miscalculation. (12 min, Ref 2556)
Killing the Witches - Accusations of witchcraft are prompting a series of brutal
murders in PNG. The victims are usually old ladies, beaten to death with the
approval of their neighbours. “Once they eliminate the sorcerer they feel safe,”
explains police officer Tamgo Nimne. Locals believe that all misfortune
happens for a reason and sorcery offers an explanation for the seemingly
inexplicable. Those suspected of casting spells are often tortured by villagers
until they confess to their crimes or name other sorcerers. (16 min, Ref 2636)
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Dying for a Tan - Sizzling in the midday sun is one of the delights of summer.
But as teenagers continue to ignore the sun safety message, more young
people are developing skin cancer. “It’s a really hard thing to be told you’re
going to die,” confides Steven Nielson. He was 20 when he was diagnosed
with skin cancer. Now, the cancer has spread to his spine and he’s nearing the
end of this life. “We see so many people who are totally unaware of the risks
they’re taking by sunbathing,” states Prof John Thompson. (13 min,Ref 2660)
Circus School - ‘Dharma the Clown’ is uniting Jews and Arabs in a common
cause. By teaching their children circus skills, he’s transforming their outlook
on life. “In the circus, you have to touch your partner and Jews and Arabs have
to rely on each other,” explains circus school partner Adnan Tarbshe. Every
week, he brings Arab children to the nearby Jewish village for their circus
lesson. In this electric environment, he hopes to foster a lasting spirit of cooperation. (7 min, Ref 2687)
Hooray Nollywood - It’s the world’s third largest film industry churning out
more than 500 movies a year. What’s the secret behind the Nigerian film
industry’s success? “We have the talent, we have good directors, good artists.
The whole world is embracing our film,” explains one producer. But
Nollywood’s booming DVD industry is based to a large extent on the city’s
crime wave. Rather than face the mean streets of Lagos, people prefer to
watch Nollywood DVDs in the safety of their own homes. (13 min, Ref 2757)
Warrior Dolphins – During the cold war, dolphins were taught to identify
enemy ships and trained as suicide bombers. Now, these elite naval recruits
work as new age healers with handicapped children. In a coastal resort of the
Black Sea, a little girl is playing with a dolphin. This is dolphin therapy.
Believers claim it can treat ailments such as cerebral palsy. But these dolphins
share a dark secret. “No doubt about it – they were trained to attack,” states
retired Colonel Victor Baranets. But the money they bring in through dolphin
therapy provides a welcome boost to the navy’s coffers. (13 min, Ref 2872)
Great Wall Marathon - For the Chinese, the Great Wall is a symbol of national
unity and pride. But for marathon runners, it represents an irresistible
challenge. The opportunity to run along it attracts runners worldwide. “People
are here for the challenge of saying they conquered the Great Wall”, explains
marathon manager Dave Cundy. After running 36 km, runners have to climb
3,800 steps back onto the ancient ramparts. “I can’t begin to tell you how tough
it is”, states one competitor. (8 min, Ref 2873)
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